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Please DO NOT touch or pull the stem of the 
watch.  Read these instructions through to the 
end before you attempt to set the watch! 
 

Upon receiving your watch, take note that the face of the watch will be 
running and the winding stem will be pushed in. Please do not pull out 
the winding stem to set the face, as, after setting the voice mechanism 
of the watch, the hands will automatically synchronize and set itself. 

 
Your new Talking Watch uses a real voice that automatically 
synchronizes to the analog watch face. The watch contains only 
one battery and one quartz crystal inside in order to maintain the 
timekeeping for both the voice and the watch hands. The time 
should always be set by following the instructions through the 
talking mechanism of the watch and NOT the watch hands. 
 
About the Buttons 
The 2:00 button (S1) is raised and can be pressed with a finger. 
The 4:00 button (S2) is flush with the case. There is a small depression 
in the center of it. Use a ball point pen, paper clip or similar object to 
depress. 

 
 
Button Functions 

 
Time and Day/Date Announcement 
Press the 2:00 button (S1) once to speak the Time. The watch will speak 
the Hour and Minute. 
Press the 2:00 button (S1) again after hearing the time spoken to 
further hear the Day, Month, Date and Year. 
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Choice of Voice Selection (male/female) 
This watch speaks in either a male or female voice. Press and hold the 2:00 
button (S1) until the selected voice (male or female) announces current 
time setting or calendar data. 

 
Time Setting and Watch Hands Synchronization 

 
 
Set Time 
Time is always set by VOICE FUNCTION! DO NOT set time with 
the winding stem (crown). 

 
1.  Press 4:00 button (S2) once.  The watch will announce “Set 

Time, Press 2:00 button (S1) to Set.” 
 
2.  Press 2:00 button (S1) to confirm that Time Change is desired.  The 

watch will announce, “Press 4:00 button (S2) to Set Hour, 2:00 
button (S1) to confirm.” 

 
3.   Press 4:00 button (S2) to change the Hour.  Note:  Take care to notice 
the AM or PM indicator after the choices are announced. 

 
4.   Press 2:00 button (S1) to confirm hour chosen.  The watch will 
announce “Press 4:00 button (S2) to Set Minute, 2:00 button (S1) to 
confirm.” 

 
5.   Press 4:00 button (S2) to change the Minute. 

 
6.   Press 2:00 button (S1) to confirm minute chosen.  The watch will 
announce “Confirm.  X:xx pm.  Please Wait.” 

 
Please Note: While the watch is synchronizing, the voice will not sound. 
This is an indication that synchronization is still taking place.  The 
synchronization process for each watch will differ depending on where the 
internal watch setting is in relation to the preferred current time.  DO NOT 
INTERRUPT THE PROCESS! When synchronized, the second hand stops 
spinning. 

 
Set Date 

 
1. Press 4:00 button (S2) twice.  The watch will announce “Set Date, 

Press 2:00 button (S1) to set.” 
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2. Press 2:00 button (S1) to confirm that Date Change is desired.  
The watch will announce “Press 4:00 button (S2) to Set Year, 
2:00 button (S1) to confirm.” 

 
3. Press 4:00 button (S2) to change Year. 
 
4.  Press 2:00 button (S1) to confirm Year chosen.  The watch will 

announce “Press 4:00 button (S2) to Set Month, 2:00 button (S1) to 
confirm.” 

 
5. Press 4:00 button (S2) to change Month. 

 
6. Press 2:00 button (S1) to confirm Month chosen.  The watch will 

announce “Press 4:00 button (S2) to Set Date, 2:00 button (S1) to 
confirm. 

 
7. Press 4:00 button (S2) to change Date. 

 
8. Press 2:00 button (S1) to confirm Date chosen.  The watch will 

announce “Press 4:00 button (S2) to Set Day of the Week, 2:00  
button (S1) to confirm.” 

 
9. Press 4:00 button (S2) to change Day of Week. 

 
10.   Press 2:00 button (S1) to confirm Day of Week chosen.  The watch will 
announce “Confirm; announces date.” 
  
TROUBLESHOOTING:  
• If time announcement is different from analog display of watch 
face 
You need to synchronize the watch hands to match with the time 
announcement. 
Review “Manually Synchronize Hands to Match Time Announcement” as 
shown below. 

 
Manually Synchronize Hands to Match Time Announcement 
(Requires Sighted Assistance) 
 

1. Pull out the stem of the watch when the second hand lands on 
12:00:00 so that the second hand stops at 12:00. If you miss the 
12:00 mark, you must wait for the next chance. The second hand 
will stop moving when the stem is pulled out. 
 

2. Turn the stem of the watch to set the Hour and Minute hands to point 
at 12:00. 
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3. Now Hour, Minute and Second hands should all be pointing at 12:00 

with the stem still pulled out. 
 

4. Hold the 2:00 button (S1) for more than 5 seconds with the stem in 
the “out‟ position.  After a few seconds, push in the stem. 
 

5.   The watch hands will start to spin to match the set announced 
time.   This may take a few minutes.   

6.   After the watch resumes normally, check to see if the time 
announcement and watch hands are synchronized by pressing 
the 2:00 button (S1) once. If they are synchronized, you have 
successfully set the watch. If not, repeat Steps 1 through 6.  

 
 
Battery Change 
There is only one CR2025 battery inside the watch. This battery is used to 
drive both the voice announcement as well as the analog movement. 

 
When you need to change the battery, it is best to go to a trained 
jeweler or watch specialist to avoid damaging the watch.   

 
1.   Carefully open the back case of watch and make sure you do not 
tamper with it. 
2.   Remove the battery spring on the right. 
3.   Remove the old battery and insert a fresh, new CR2025 

battery.  The battery polarity should be positive (+) side up. 
4.   Replace the battery spring down. 
5.   Before closing the case back, make sure the seal is correctly in place. 

 
NOTE:  After a battery is replaced, the time and date of your watch must 
be set and then the watch hands must be synchronized with the voice. 
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